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Telecaster headstock dimensions
Time to form a headpiece on the Surf Monster Telecaster. Fortunately, this task is done easily by our old inter-web friend! Many forms of Fender headgear can be found here: . This pdf file contains patterned headgear on a 1:1 scale. All you have to do is print out the page you need (make sure you use a
1:1 scale) and you go. Also, if you're having trouble accessing pdfcast, templates can be found in a number of other places. Here are a few other pdf documents for Fender headstocks, as organized by Google: Google GuitarPlansCollection link 1 Google GuitarPlansCollection link 2 C PDF in a virtual
hand, I decided to use the modern Telecaster design shown below as the basis for my headstock, since it is one of the PDF that most closely aligns with my headstock blank. Anyway, a quick trip to the laser printer printed in 1:1 and everything was ready to get the shape traced to the empty. You can see
that the empty doesn't quite fit the traditional shape to the bottom where it meets the neck. The best thing I could do was line up the tuner holes and take it out of there. Using a pencil clutch, I carefully traced around the cutout giving a guide to the puzzle. The angle near the lowest hole of the tuner (where
the neck meets the headgear) will have to round some to get closer to the original shape, but otherwise it looked pretty good. And then came the eastern bit! Using the puzzle, I trim the structure - staying close enough to the line, especially in the concave sections. Why especially concave sections? Well,
because I don't have bobbin dander! Once the incision was completed, the convex parts of the headdress were easily knuckle-up to the line on the strap dander. Unfortunately, the concave parts could not suffer from such luxury and had to be finished using a bastard file and 180 sand sandpaper. In the
end it all came out nicely and the whole neck is now ready for some grinding and some Wudtone neck finish. Still deciding whether to go with a vintage yellow Wudtone neck kit, or a colorless finish over a vintage Amber colortone dye. Hmm decisions, solutions... Solid Body Electric Guitar This article has
a few problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these template messages) This article contains a list of common links, but it remains largely unverified because it does not have enough relevant series links. Please help improve this
article by entering more accurate quotes. (January 2016) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article, quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Fender
Tvcaster - news news JSTOR Scientist Book (November 2009) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Fender TelecasterManufacturerFenderPeriod1950-presentConstructionBody typeSolidNeck jointBolt-onScale25.5 in (650
mm)WoodsAlderAshLarPineBasswoodMapleFretMapleMapleRosewoodPau ferroHardwareBridgeProprietary Ashtra Pickup (s) Traditionally two single-smoking pickup configurations are available2 or 3-or maple-colored sunburstsShades blondes (semi-transparent ground tones) sound blue, red, surfing
green, yellow, wine red. The Fender Telecaster, colloquially known as Tele /ˈtɛli/, is the world's first commercially successful solid-body electric guitar. Its simple but effective design and revolutionary sound broke ground and set trends in the production of electric guitar and popular music. Introduced for
national distribution as a broadcaster in the fall of 1950 as a two-pickup version of its sister model, the one-pickup Esquire, the pair was the first guitar of its kind, manufactured on a significant scale. A trademark conflict with rival manufacturer Gretsch led to the renaming of the guitar in 1951. The original
name Broadcaster was simply cut off from the labels featured on guitars (which led to a limited edition of untitled guitars known as No-casters), and later, in 1951, the final name Of Telecaster was applied to the guitar. The telecaster has quickly become a popular model, and has remained in continuous
production since its first incarnation. Just like the Fender Stratocaster, Telecaster is also a versatile guitar used for most styles of music and has been used in many genres including country, reggae, rock, pop, folk, soul, blues, jazz, punk, metal, alternative, indie rock and RCB. The basic model has
always been available, and apart from changing the configuration of the pickup selector switch, and several variations on the bridge design, it has remained recognizable and largely unchanged since the 1950s. Several versions of the model have been produced over the years including with different
pickup and electronics configurations, half-empty body designs, and even twelve string models. The overall design of the Archetypal Fender Telecaster is a solid-body electric guitar with a flat symmetrical disposable body; The body is usually made of alder or ash. The neck is usually made of maple and
attached to the body with screws (often referred to as bolts) and has a distinctive small headpiece with six tuning pegs mounted in rows along one side; The geest can be maple or other wood, such as rosewood, and has at least twenty-one frets. The body of the Telecaster is front for electronics; The
bridge pickup is mounted in a metal plate attached to the guitars, other pickup pickups In a plastic pickup truck, and controls are installed in a metal plate on the lower battle of the guitar. Most telecaters have two pickup trucks with one coil, a pickup selector switch, a single volume control and a single tone
control. Fixed bridges are almost versatile, and the original design has three individually adjustable double-tax saddles, the height and intonation of which can be installed independently. (Many new models have six saddles.) The exit jack is mounted on the edge of the lower guitar fight. Many different
colors were available. The Telecaster is 25.5 inches (648 mm) long. There have been minor design changes over the years and models with features that are different from archetypal design. However, the basic nature of the design remains unchanged. The Body and Electronics Headstock Bridge Origins
The Fender Telecaster were developed by Leo Fender in Fullerton, California, in 1950. Between about 1932 and 1949, several craftsmen and companies experimented with solid-to-the-side electric guitars, but none of them had a significant impact on the market. Leo Fender's Telecaster was a design
that made the bolt around the neck, solid body guitars viable on the market. Fender had an electronics repair shop called Fender's Radio Service, where he first repaired and then designed amplifiers and electromagnetic pickups for musicians - mostly players of electric semi-acoustic guitars, electric
ukuleles and mandolin. Players have been posting their tools in search of greater volume and projection since the late 1920s, and electric semiacoustics (such as the Gibson ES-150) have long been widely available. The tone was never, until then, the main reason for the guitarist to go electric, but in
1943, when Fender and his partner, Clayton Orr Doc Kaufman, built a crude wooden guitar as a pickup test rig, local country players began asking to lend him for concerts. It sounded bright and supportive. Fender was intrigued, and in 1949, when he long realized that solid design offers great advantages
in electric instruments, but before any commercial solid-beef Spanish guitars caught on (then a small audiovox company apparently offered a modern, solid-dry electric guitar back in the mid-1930s), he built the best prototype. This manual prototype, an unbranded white guitar without the name of the
model, had most features of what would become a Telecaster. It was designed in the spirit of hard-to-dry ukuleles produced by Rickenbacker - small, simple units made of bakelite and aluminum with bolts bolted together - but with a wooden design. (Rickenbacker, then spelled by Rickenbacher, and
offered a solid electric Spanish guitar in 1935 that seemed to pre-install details of Fender's design.) Telecaster TV prototype (1949)Broadcaster (1950)Nocaster (1951)Precision Bass (1951, replica)Telecaster replica (1952)Esquire (1954) 1950 The original model produced by one pickup truck appeared in
1950, and was called Fender Esquire. Ash and maple were used to build the body and neck respectively, and the guitar came in the same color - blonde. Fewer than fifty guitars were originally produced under this name, and most of them were replaced under warranty due to early production problems. In
particular, Esquire necks did not have a farm terminal and many were replaced because of the bent neck. Later, in 1950, this single-pickup model was discontinued and the two-pickup model was renamed Broadcaster. From that point on all Fender necks included farm rods. Esquire was reintroduced in
1951 as a single pickup truck option, at a lower price. In 1951, as a result of Gretsch's lawsuit over the name of the guitar, Broadcaster (Gretsch already had the name Broadkaster registered for the drum line), factory workers simply cut the name Broadcaster from the existing stock of decals, so guitars
with these distinctive marks are identified simply as Fender, without any model name. The term Nocaster was later coined by collectors to designate these transient guitars that appeared untitled on a headdress. Since they were manufactured in this form for 8-9 months in 1951, the original Nocasters are
highly regarded by collectors. There are no official production numbers, but experts estimate that fewer than 500 Nocasters have been produced. Fender has since registered Nocaster as a trademark for its modern copies of this famous rarity. Around September 1951, Fender renamed the guitar
telecaster and began placing these stickers on the headdress. The guitar is now known as the Fender Telecaster was born. With a transparent butterscotch finish, one ply 'Black Guard', a maple neck with a walnut back band, Telecaster was set to become the most successful massively produced electric
guitar in history along with Fender Stratocaster arriving in 1954. Kerslake, Travis. 1951 Fender Tvcaster. www.vintageelectric.com.au. received on July 7, 2020. The most interesting part of Fender Telecaster's invention is that it remains one of the very few industrially manufactured products in history
where the original design was considered at its best at the first release. Although subjective, this point is indicative of the constant reissue of the 1951 Nocaster and 1952 Telecaster in large numbers by the company to this day. In 1951, Fender released the innovative and musically influential Precision
Bass as a similar to The Telecaster's stable partner. This body style was later released as Fender Telecaster Bass's year after Precision Bass was changed in 1957 to make it look more like the Fender Stratocaster. Stratocaster. The double cut style was the form that influenced the way Fender
Stratocaster was created. At the time that Leo Fender started marketing the newly developed Stratocaster in 1954, he expected him to replace the Telecaster, but many of the virtues and unique musical personality of the Telecaster have maintained its demand to this day. 1952 Now that Leo Fender was
free of any patent or naming infringements, by 1952 Fender began to produce Telecaster guitar in large quantities. These early broadcasters became known as Blackguards produced between 1950-1954. For further reading, Nacho Banos wrote an excellent book concerning these particular Telecaster
guitars in 2005 called Blackguard : A Detailed History of the Early Fender Telecaster Years 1950-1954. The simple and modular design of Construction Leo Fender was focused on mass production and facilitated the maintenance of broken guitars. Guitars were not built individually, as in traditional lutieri.
Rather, the components were produced quickly and inexpensively in quantity and assembled into a guitar on the assembly line. The bodies were bandsawn and routed out of slabs rather than hand-carved individually, like other guitars made at the time, such as Gibsons. Fender used not a traditional
glued neck, but rather a bolt-on neck (which is actually fastened with screws rather than bolts). This not only facilitated production, but also allowed for the neck to be removed and treated quickly or completely replaced. In addition, the classic Telecaster neck was fashioned from one piece of maple
without a separate vulture, and the frets glided directly towards the surface of the maple. The very design of the hat (inspired by Croatian instruments, according to Leo Fender) followed this principle of simplicity: it is very narrow, as it was carved in one piece of wood (without glued wings): nevertheless,
this headdress is very effective, as six strings are held right behind the nut, keeping the guitar easily in harmony. While this has changed over time with the new reincarnations of the guitar, it was a very unorthodox approach in its time, as guitars traditionally featured pink wood or ebony gestations glued
to the mahogany neck. Electronics was readily available for repair or replacement through a removable control plate, a great advantage over the construction of then-predominant hollow body tools in which electronics can only be accessed through sound wells. In its classic form, the guitar is simply built,
with a neck and gif consisting of a single piece of maple screwed to an ash or alder body inexpensively jigged with flat surfaces on the front and back. The equipment includes two single-seater coil pickups, controlled by a three-way selector switch, and one of the volume and tone controls. Pickguard was
Bakelite, soon after, was (later other plastics) screwed directly onto the body with five (later eight) screws. The bridge has three adjustable saddles, with strings doubling on each. In its original design almost all components are provided using only screws (body, neck, tuners, bridge, scratchplate, pickups
to the body, control plate, outlet socket), with glue used to provide nut and solder used to connect electronic components. With the introduction of a farm rod and then a pinkwood beef tree, more bonding is required during construction. The guitar quickly gained the following, and soon other, more wellknown guitar companies (such as Gibson, whose model Les Paul was introduced in 1952, and later Gretsch, Rickenbacker and others) began working on their own wooden models produced solid. The Paisley Red TV show (originally released in 1968-1969) has always had a three-position selector switch
that allows different configurations of pickup trucks, as well as two handles to control volume and tone. However, different eras had different functions for these controls. The original switch and pen configuration was used from 1950 to 1952. The first position (switch to neck) activated a triple-tone neck
pickup truck that produced a muted, bass-heavy tone (sometimes called the dark chain). The middle position chose the neck of the pickup without a triple cut, giving it a fuller sound, and the third position were like pickups together and activated the tone of the handle. On these models, the tone handle
acted as a mixing handle, with a 0 position using only a bridge pickup, mixing with a 50/50 neck/bridge mixture in 10 position. The first pen functioned normally as the main volume control. At the end of 1952, Fender made several changes to the guitar's scheme. First, a true tone control handle was
installed, which can be used to change the tone from bass-heavy (at 0) to triple heavy (in position 10). The first position remained the same as before, with the neck of the pickup truck in dark chain triple cut mode. In this position, the ton handle was disconnected. The middle position turned off the dark
chain and turned on the tone control stick for the neck pickup truck. The third position chose the pickup bridge alone, again with an active tone control handle. While this provided the player with proper tone control, the change also made it impossible to mix the signal from both pickups. At the end of 1967,
Fender changed the circuit again. They removed the dark circuit from the first position, and installed what became the standard dual-switching pickup system: the neck of the pickup truck only with tone control in the first position, both pickups along with tone control in the middle position and in the third
position the bridge pickup only with tone control. Typical modern broadcasters (such as American version) include several details, different from the classic form. They usually have 22 frets (rather than 21) and farm rod adjustments are made at the end of the headgear, or the end of the body depending on
the model (usually on the headgear in the new models). The end of the body requires the removal of the neck (The Bajo Sexto Baritone Tele was the only Telecaster with a two-app 24-neck). The original three-saddle bridge has been replaced by a six-saddle version, allowing independent length and
height adjustment for each row. The long screws of the saddle bridge allow a wide range of bridge saddle positions for intonation tuning. The stamped metal pavement plate was replaced with a flat plate, and the removable chrome cover of the bridge (often referred to as the ashtray for its reuse) was
discontinued for most models; this improved the screening, but prevented players from muffled the strings on the bridge and made it impossible to pick up next to the saddles to produce the characteristic Telecaster 'twang'. In the CBS era in the 1970s, Telecaster's body style was changed to a new,
unsaving shape, with a less pronounced notch in a scam where the top fight meets the neck. The style without a cut-out of the body was discontinued in 1982. The short-lived Elite Telecaster of 1983 included two specially designed humbucking pickups powered by an active circuit that featured a TBX
guitar extender and an MDX mid-steering wheel with a 12 dB gain. Other features included a Freeflyte tail bridge and a die-cast tuning machine with pearl buttons. This guitar was one of the last CBS-era Fenders to show the BiFlex farm rod system, low-friction EasyGlider string trees and active
electronics. After CBS sold Fender to a group of employees led by Bill Schultz in 1985, production ceased on Elite Telecaster and other Elite models. Fender Japan made its own version of the Elite Telecaster in late 1984, which featured a 22-inch neck with a medium-sized jumbo fretwire and a modern
9.5-inch gingerboard radius. Notable Elite Telecaster players include Johnny Hallyday, Dave Davies of the Kinks, Michael Houser with widespread panic, and Andy Summersers from the police. (quote needed) Telecaster Sound Telecaster is known for its ability to produce both a bright, rich cutting tone
(typical Telecaster country twang) and a soft, warm, bluesy jazz tone depending on the chosen pickup truck, respectively a bridge pickup or neck pickup truck, and by adjusting the tone of control. The bridge pickup has more winding than the neck of the pickup truck, hence producing higher power, which
compensates for the lower amplitude of the vibration strings in the position of the bridge. At the same time the capacitor between the volume control slider and output allows triple sounds to bleed through while dampening the middle and bottom Touching on the bridge pick-up also triple guitar response.
The solid allows the guitar to deliver a clear and supportive version of the string sound; this was an improvement over previous electric guitar designs, whose resonant hollow bodies made them prone to unwanted acoustic feedback when the volume was increased. These design elements deliberately
allowed guitarists to imitate steel guitar sounds as well as cut through and be heard in the roadhouse Honky-Tonk and large Western bands Swing, initially making this guitar particularly useful in country music. Since then, Fender has developed even more in the way of pickup trucks and tones for the
broadcaster, with changes from Alnico III magnets to Alnico V magnets. Telecaster options have long been a favorite guitar for hot rod settings. Several variants have emerged over the years with a wide range of pickup configurations such as humbucker in neck position, three single coil pickups, and
even double humbuckers with special wiring schemes. Fender offered factory hot-rodded Teles with such pickup configurations, U.S. Fat and Nashville B-Bender Telecasters circa 1998. The Deluxe Blackout Tele was also equipped with three single coil pickups, a Strath-o-Tele selector switch and a
smaller headpiece than the standard Telecaster. Some also preferred tremolo to their broadcasters, setting Bigsby on them. The most common variants of telecaster's standard two solid-body pickup are the half-empty Thinline, custom, which replaced the neck of a single coil pickup truck with a
humbucking pickup truck, and a dual humbucker Deluxe. Custom and Deluxe were introduced during the CBS period and reissues of both designs are being offered. Tvcaster Thinline Home article: Fender Telecaster Thinline Design by German luthier Roger Rossmeisl, The Telecaster Thinline model first
appeared in 1968/69. It is characterized by a body having a solid central core with hollow wings to reduce weight. Version '69 has two standard Telecaster pickup single coils, a string bridge over the body, and a selection of ash or mahogany bodies. Later the '72 version was introduced based on the
Fender Telecaster Deluxe with two Fender Wide Range humbucking pickups. In 2011, Fender released Modern Player Telecaster Thinline as part of the Modern Player series. This guitar has two MP-90 pickup trucks, similar to the Gibson P-90 and the mahogany body. The Fender Custom Shop has
released a variation called the 50s Telecaster Thinline with body ash, maple neck and twisted Tele neck pickup in a match with the Nocaster Bridge Pickup. Telecaster Custom Home Article: Fender Telecaster Custom First Edition Telecaster Custom was produced between 1959-1968, and featured body,
but otherwise standard configuration. While the guitar was known as the Telecaster Custom, the sticker on the headpiece read Custom Telecaster. More recent editions of Telecaster Custom were popularized by Rolling Stones guitarist and composer Keith Richards, featuring the Fender Wide Range
humbucker in the neck position and one reel pickup truck in the bridge. To distinguish this model from the mid-1960s Custom with body binding, the market usually refers to the guitar as the 1972 Custom, indicating the year this model was released. Tvcast Deluxe Home article: Fender Telecaster Deluxe
This model includes two Fender Wide Range humbucking pickups and was originally produced from 1972 to 1981 and has since been reissued. The Telecaster Deluxe wore a large headpiece similar to the Stratocaster, maple neck and contouring body, as well as a tremolo bridge option on models
manufactured after 1973/74. This model also had 2 volumes and 2 tone control handles on the front of the guitar, rather than the usual one of each. Telecaster Plus: Fender Telecaster Plus is designed to restore Fender's reputation after a team led by William Schultz took charge of CBS in the early
1980s. The pickups used in the early models were dual red Lace sensors in the bridge position and one blue lace sensor in the neck position. Later models (after 1995 or so) used three gold Lace sensors or a red/silver/blue set in the Stratocaster configuration, as well as low-friction roller nuts, a lock of a
synchronized vibrato bridge and tuners, and a bound contoured alder body with an ash veneer. These instruments were discontinued in 1998 with the introduction of the American deluxe series. In 2011, Fender launched the entry-level Modern Player Telecaster Plus as part of the Modern Player series.
The guitar has a humbucker in the bridge, a Stratocaster-style single coil pickup truck in the middle, and a Telecaster covered neck pickup. Tele Jr. Main article: Fender Tele Jr. Fender Tele Jr. is a variant of the Telecaster that Fender Custom Shop produced in a limited edition 100 units in the early
1990s. It uses Telecaster's body shape, scale length and electronics control (albeit with a reverse control plate). However, many of its construction and electronic features - such as its neck set and P-90-style pickups - are similar to The Gibson's Les Paul Junior and Gibson's Les Paul Special Electric
Guitars. J5 Triple Tele Deluxe Home article: Fender J5 Telecaster Triple Tele Deluxe is Marilyn Manson and Rob zombie guitarist John 5's signature model. It's similar to the usual Telecaster Deluxe, in that it has 22 frets and 3 way selector switch for pickups, but it has three Fender Enforcer humbuckers

and a chrome pickguard. Cabronita Home article: Fender Cabronita Cabronita (and custom store La Cabronita) is a model that is distinguished by using a Fidelitron or more expensive TV Jones Classic humbucking pickups that look like the original Gretsch humbuckers. La Cabronita is an American,
custom-built tool. It usually has one Jones Classic pickup TV in the bridge position, albeit custom-made, in which can be ordered in any configuration. All Cabronitas can be distinguished by using a smaller pickguard that covers only the lower horn, similar to the pickguard used in the original prototype for
Telecaster in 1949. The versions, built in Mexico, offer either a solid case or a Thinline case, with two Fender Fidelitron pickups, a volume handle and a pickup truck selector. They both have maple necks, a 25.5 scale, a 9.5 inch fretboard radius, a medium C profile and a 1 5/8 nut width, common to many
standard telecaters made in Mexico, although Cabronita comes with 22 frets instead of the more common 21. For a short period, Fender suggested the American made a Cabronita Telebreth, which used two Jones TV pickups. Although Cabronita is not the correct Spanish word, it roughly translates into
English as a little bastard or little devil. The modern player Telecaster The Modern Player Telecaster is available in two different styles: the Plus model and the Thinline model. Plus uses a pine casing, a standard Telecaster pickup truck in neck position, a reverse wound of a single Stratocaster-style coil in
the middle position and a humbucker in the bridge position. It is equipped with a cleavage coil and a five-way switch to provide seven different pickup combinations. The modern Thinline player takes a pickguard similar to the Deluxe model and Stratocaster-style bridge, without tremolo. It has a mahogany
body, two P-90-style single reel pickups, individual volume and tone controls and a three-way pickup selector in the upper horn position. Both use a standard 25.5 scale on 22 frets of maple neck, which unlike any other Telecaters is that they don't use a overhang to perform the 22nd fret, but instead use
a larger, square-end neck that is not fully compatible with previous parts of the Fender. The Tele Sub-Sonic Sub-Sound Telecaster was first made in 2002 and is still produced. It is made in the UNITED States and was produced as a custom guitar. It has 22 frets of maple neck with an extended scale size
(27). It consists of a drone bucker in the neck of a pickup truck and a sloping single coil in the position of the bridge. There is a 3-way pickup selector switch and volume and handle controls like found on most telecaters. Broadcaster XII 12-String This 12-string broadcaster was released from 1995 to
1998. It had 6 tuners on each side of the headdress with the logo of the wing between them. There were two options for carving Maple, and rosewood; necks were all maple. Pick-guards came in white or black and there 12 saddle bridge to place rows. B Bender Telecaster This Telecaster was produced
from 1996 to 2000. The B-Bender device was used to change the B-line step on the C- when the lever on the guitar was tied. The styles of music usually use this device on their broadcasters were country, and country rock. Models, in line with other Fender models, distinguish between product lines
produced in different locations. Standard, Classic Player, Blacktop, Modern Player and Deluxe Telecaster models are manufactured in Mexico, Japan, China and Korea. Each of these tools has a feature set that makes them more accessible. American professional, American vintage, American elite, a
series of artists, a custom store, Acoustasonic, and American special line models are manufactured in the United States. The American Deluxe Telecaster (introduced in 1998; upgraded in 2004, 2008 and 2010) is equipped with a pair of Samarium Cobalt Noiseless pickup trucks and an S-1 switching
system. Models made before 2004 featured two Fender Vintage Noiseless Tele single coils, the Fender/Fishman Powerbridge piezo system and four bolt neck fixing. Other refinements include related contouring alders or body ash and abalone dot encrusted maple neck with pink wood or maple, 22
medium-jumbo frets, rolled-edge griffinboard, and very detailed nut and fret work. The HH model wore a black, quilted or inflamed maple top and a pair of Enforcer humbuckers with S-1 switching (discontinued by 2008). As of March 23, 2010, Fender has updated the American Deluxe Telecaster with a
composite maple neck radius, N3 Noiseless Tele pickups and a reconfigured S-1 switching system for wider sound capabilities. The new model is now sporting staggered, locking tuning machines that provide the best angle of the gap above the nut to enhance stability and improve the stability of the
setting. The Thinline version was introduced in 2013. Fender discontinued the American Deluxe series in 2016. The model of the American series used two pickup trucks with one coil with the DeltaTone system (with the high exit of the bridge pickup truck and the back wound of the neck of the pickup
truck). Other features included parchment storage, non-veneered alders or ash organs and rolled finger edges. In 2003, Fender offered Telecasters with a humbucking/one coil pickup arrangement or two humbucking pickups involving Enforcer humbucking pickups, and S-1 switching. These models were
discontinued in 2007. Since 2008, all American standard broadcasters have come up with a redesigned Tele bridge with vintage-style curved steel saddles, and a pavement slab of chrome brass instead of steel. In March 2012, the American Standard Telecaster was updated with Custom Shop
(Broadcaster in the Bridge, Twisted in the Neck); body now outlined for reduced and more comfort. In 2014, The standard HH Telecaster was introduced, sporting a pair of Twin Head Vintage humbucking pickups (an open coil with black bobbins in the bridge, metal covered in the neck). Controls include a
double concentric pot volume for each pickup truck, a master tone and a 3-way pickup switch. The Nashville B-Bender American guitar is modeled after customized instruments by some of Nashville's best players, featuring the Fender/Parsons/Green B-Bender system, two American Tele Single Coils
(neck, bridge), Texas Special Strat single reel (middle) and five-way Strat-O-Tele pickup switch. Perfect for country curves and steel guitar sequins, this Tele is only available with a maple neck. The American series Ash Telecaster is based on the re-release of vintage '52. It features an ash body, a maple
neck/finger board with 22 frets and two modern Vintage Tele pickups with one coil. Fender discontinued this guitar in 2006. Custom Classic Telecaster was a custom store version of the American Tele series, featuring a pair of classic and twisted single reels in bridge and neck positions, as well as a
reverse control plate. An earlier version made before 2003 featured an American Tele Single reel paired with two Texas Special Strat pickups and a 5-way switch. Discontinued in 2009 and replaced by custom Deluxe Telecaster models. The 2011 version of the Custom Shop Custom Deluxe Telecaster
featured a lightweight body ash with contoured heel, Birdseye maple neck, and pickup kit that included a twisted Tele Neck pickup truck and a Seymour Duncan Custom Store BG-1400 stacked humbucker in the position of the bridge. The Highway One Telecaster (introduced in 2000) featured a pair of
distortion-friendly alnico III, single coil pickups, a super-sized 22 frets, a Greasebucket chain, a satin nitrocellulose trim, and a 1970s styling font (from 2006). The changes came in 2005/2006 with the line until 2011. Limited colors from previous years to at least satin nitrocellulose Crimson Transparent,
Honey Blonde, Black, Daphne Blue and 3-color sunburst. The Fender Highway One series came in both maple and rosewood fretboards. Highway One Texas Telecaster wore a one piece of maple neck/fretboard with a modern 12 radius and 21 medium Jumbo frets, bone nuts, one ply pickguard, roundstring guide, brass saddles, spaghetti style Fender font, solid body ash, vintage tuners, offered in two satin nitrocellulose colors, honey blonde and 2-color blonde with a pair of hot vintage. In 2010, an American special broadcaster was introduced. Keeping features from Highway One, such as jumbo frets,
changing to 9.5 neck radius, Greasebucket tone chain and 1970s logo, the American Special also includes some updates, such as a glossy urethane trim, offset by brass Bridge and Highway One Texas Tele pickups (alnico III). Autumn Fender has updated pickups on the U.S. special line for custom Shop
Texas Special pickups. From 2018, the American special broadcaster is available in a 3-color sunburst, a watering light blue, Sherwood green metallic and vintage blonde. The performer of the Tv series have features favored by the world famous Fender supported by James Burton, John 5, Muddy
Waters, Jim Ruth, G. E. Smith, Joe Strummer and Jim Adkins. Custom artist models are made on the Fender Custom Shop, featuring a bit of quality and construction wise; their prices are much higher than the standard production versions. In September 2010, Fender unveiled the Mexican Black Top
Telecaster HH, with double hot vintage alnik humbucking pickups, one-piece maple neck with pink wood or maple fretboard and 22 medium-jumbo frets. Other features include a solid alder contouring body, a reverse control build and a black skirted control handle amplifier. In 2011, Fender released the
Modern Player series, which featured Modern Player Telecaster Thinline and Modern Player Telecaster Plus. Acoustasonic Telecaster is a combination of acoustic and electric guitar. First released in 2010, this 22 percent guitar was reintroduced in 2019 after making some changes. They are made in
Corona, California and come in five colors, (black, sonic gray, natural, Sunburst, and Surf green). Acoustasonic is equipped with the Fender Acoustasonic Noiseless-TM pickup truck and uses Fender's String Instruments Resonance System (SIRS) system to ensure the guitar continues to maintain a loud
sound when it is off, as the acoustic guitar tends to sound. The guitars are made of a tree top with a black board and mahogany neck. The neck bolt on and the wing logo engraved on the head-fund next to the chess-height tuners. There is a 5 way switch to choose between sounds and a USB port to
charge electronics on the guitar. Replicated broadcasters Have been replicated over the years. '52 Telecaster, which was made in 1982-1984 and then 1986 to the present. '52 Tele Special made from 1999-2001, which had gold fixtures. 50s Telecaster, a custom guitar store that was made in 1996-1998.
The 60s Telecaster Custom was made from 1996-1998; In addition, the '60 Telecaster Custom Replica was made in 2003-2004. '62 Telecaster Custom is still being made, with production dating back to 1999. '63 Telecaster is a custom guitar store produced from 1999 to the present. '67 Telecaster made
from 2004 to the present and custom guitar store. The Squier Squier Telecasters are sold by Squier, a Fender-owned import brand. They can bear the name Telecaster, as Squier Fender. Squier guitars, especially TVcasters, have gained popularity and a good reputation among guitarists as it has
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